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HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK: ACTIVITY 4

Real Statistics
Teacher Needs

INSTRUCTIONS

Laptop/desktop

➜ Place students in groups of five.

Internet access

➜ The teacher will ask one student in each group to choose one
slip of paper. Each slip will contain five occupation titles.
➜ Students will choose one of the occupations on the slip of paper
to research.
➜ Students will define the occupation.
➜ Students will research the median salary of the occupation.
➜ Students will record the education required for the occupation.
➜ Students will record information that pertains to the occupation
if college is not required but training is required.
➜ Students will use the chart paper or large Post-it to record
their findings. This should include the name of the occupation,
description of the job and all information pertinent to the
occupation; salary, training and education, etc.
➜ Students will discuss in small groups their findings.
➜ Students in each group will report to the class the results of their
group’s research using the information on the chart paper.

HINT: Post these websites to assist students with this assignment
http://www.careerprofiles.info/top-careers.html
http://money.usnews.com/careers/best-jobs/pharmacist
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Large Post-It or chart paper/
marker (Each group should have
large Post-it or chart paper and a
marker.)

Print the list of occupations and
cut into slips each having five
occupations.
Student Needs
List of occupations
Laptop/desktop
Internet access
Florida State Standards
SS.912.FL.1.2
Explain that people vary in their
willingness to obtain more education
or training because these decisions
involve incurring immediate costs
to obtain possible future benefits.
Describe how discounting the future
benefits of education and training
may lead some people to pass up
potentially high rates of return that
more education and training may
offer.

LAFS.K12.SL.2.4
Present information, findings, and
supporting evidence such that
listeners can follow the line of
reasoning and the organization,
development, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience.
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